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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Ninety

Ordered, That a special committee of the Senate to consist of
five members, no more than three of whom shall be members of
the same party, be appointed by the president to make an
investigation and study of the operation of the state lottery. Said
study shall include but not be limited to an examination of the
expansion of the lottery through the installation of “player-
operated” gambling machines in facilities throughout the
commonwealth where lottery tickets are not currently sold, and
to an examination of the lottery’s pervasive multi-media
advertising campaign, for the purpose of determining whether or
not the state lottery operates in the best interests of the citizens
of the commonwealth and to recommend any revisions, changes
or modification in the lottery laws which the committee believes
would better serve the public interest. Said investigation and study
shall address but not be limited to an examination of the following
questions:
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17 1) What effect does the continuing expansion of the

Massachusetts lottery and the proliferation of lottery betting
stations have on the social and economic well-being of the citizens
of the commonwealth?
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21 2) What is the likely effect of the introduction of the proposed

“player operated” machine? Is the new unsupervised play machine
likely to cause an increase in illegal gambling by minors?
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24 3) Is legislation to limit and clarify the scope of the lottery
commission’s authority to “design lottery games” under M.G.L.
chapter 10 desirable?
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77 4) What relationship exists between state sponsorship of

gambling and the disturbing growth of pathological gambling
described in the Executive Office of Human Services 1986 study?
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30 5) Are lottery tickets being purchased in disproportionate

numbers by persons of low income? And if the numbers of low31
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32 income persons playing the lottery prove to be low when
33 considered on a percentage basis, what are actual numbers of
34 persons playing the lottery and suffering economic hardship as
35 a result?
36 6) Do the lottery commission’s current marketing techniques
37 promote the lottery in a manner consistent with the public interest
38 or have these techniques gone beyond legitimate advertising
39 creating an unhealty increase in the demand for gambling
40 opportunities beyond that which may ordinarily exist?
41 7) Does the heave promotion by the state lottery contribute to
42 more gambling on the part of traditionally non-betting segments
43 of the population including teens and the elderly, increasing the
44 risk of addictive and pathological behavior among these groups?
45 8) To the extent that the operations of the lottery require the
46 purchase of goods and services, does the lottery commission fulfill
47 its obligation to do business whenever possible with Massachu-
-48 setts taxpayers and businesses?
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